Abstract: Current procedures for estimating the peaks of the stochastic response of tall buildings to wind are based on the assumption that the response is Gaussian. Those procedures are therefore inapplicable to low-rise buildings, in which time histories of wind-induced internal forces are generally non-Gaussian. In this paper, an automated procedure is developed for obtaining from such time histories sample statistics of internal force peaks for low-rise building design and codification. The procedure is designed for use in software for calculating internal force time series by the database-assisted design approach. A preliminary step in the development of the procedure is the identification of the appropriate marginal probability distribution of the time series using the probability plot correlation coefficient method. The result obtained is that the gamma distribution and a normal distribution are appropriate for estimating the peaks corresponding, respectively, to the longer and shorter tail of the time series' histograms. The distribution of the peaks is then estimated by using the standard translation processes approach. It is found that the peak distribution can be represented by the Extreme Value Type I ͑Gumbel͒ distribution. Because estimates obtained from this approach are based on the entire information contained in the time series, they are more stable than estimates based on observed peaks. The procedure can be used to establish minimum acceptable requirements with respect to the duration and sampling rate of the time series of interest, so that the software used for database-assisted design will be both efficient and accurate.
Introduction
The risk-consistent, safe, and economical design of low-rise structures subjected to high winds requires realistic estimates of wind effects on components and wind-load resisting systems such as, for example, frames. Inherent in current standard provisions are simplifications due, among other reasons, to the earlier use of the slide rule for calculations of wind loads. The peak effects obtained by using such simplified provisions can differ substantially and erratically from the peak effects induced by the actual, fluctuating wind. Additional simplifications in current standards are due to ͑a͒ the use in the development of the codified wind loading of hard-wired ''generic'' influence lines that differ from the actual influence lines of the structure being designed, and ͑b͒ the disregard of certain spatial pressure correlation effects, owing to which the codified loads are incorrectly assumed to be independent of the distance between frames.
In recognition of these shortcomings, the ASCE 7-98 Standard ͑1998͒ allows the use of records of fluctuating wind pressures obtained in the wind tunnel for each of a sufficiently large number of directions at hundreds of locations on the building envelope.
These records are contained in databases and are based on a number of wind tunnel model geometries that, in the long run, can be substantially larger than the relatively modest number of geometries used to develop the current ASCE 7 Standard wind loading provisions. The records can be used to compute time series of internal forces ͑bending moments, shear forces, and normal forces͒ in wind-force resisting low-rise building frames using efficient, user-friendly software ͓e.g., WiLDE-LRS ͑Wind Load Design Environment for Low-Rise Structures͒; Whalen et al. 2000͔. Design that utilizes such databases and software is referred to as database-assisted design ͑DAD͒. Inputs to the software are the relevant aerodynamic coefficient databases, the terrain exposure, the extreme wind speed, the geometry of the building, the distance between frames, and the frames' influence lines. The output consists of the time histories of the internal forces for any wind direction at any desired number of cross sections in each of the building's frames.
For design and structural reliability estimation purposes, it is necessary to estimate the largest peak of the internal forces of interest. Current DAD software uses as an estimator of the peak the observed largest peak in an approximately 1 h ͑prototype͒ sample record ͑corresponding to an approximately 1 min wind tunnel record͒, the sampling rate being 6 -8 Hz ͑prototype͒, or about 400 Hz for the model ͑Lin and Surry 1997͒. This estimator, however, has large variability. As an alternative, information on the largest peaks may be obtained by making use of all the data contained in the time series. This approach has two advantages. First, it yields more stable estimates. Second, it yields useful information on the probability distribution of the peaks. Together with information-based on measurements, statistical estimates, and/or engineering judgment-on wind speeds, terrain roughness, and other relevant parameters, the information on the distribution of the peaks is needed to perform structural reliability estimates for wind effects. Such estimates are similar in principle to those developed by Ellingwood et al. ͑1980͒ . However, owing to vastly increased computer capabilities and to significant wind engineering advances, they can be far more realistic and useful for design, codification, and loss estimation purposes ͑Minciarelli et al.
2001͒.
This paper describes the development of an efficient automated procedure for estimating peaks, designed for use with the DAD software. Current procedures for estimating the peaks of the stochastic response of tall buildings to wind are based on the assumption that the response is Gaussian. Those procedures are inapplicable to low-rise buildings, in which time histories of wind-induced internal forces are generally non-Gaussian. The procedure presented in this paper is applicable to non-Gaussian processes and utilizes information contained in a whole sample record, rather than at just one instant in time. The estimation of distributions of non-Gaussian peaks is based on the standard translation processes approach ͑Grigoriu 1995͒. This approach requires fitting an optimal marginal distribution to the time series of interest. Subsequent sections show how this task is performed and the results obtained are described. Two variants of the translation processes approach are tested, and the reason for the choice of one of the variants is explained. The input to the procedure consists of the time series of the internal forces, and the output consists of the sample means, standard deviations, and quantiles of the respective peaks. In addition, it is shown how the procedure can be used to ensure that the DAD software is both efficient and accurate.
The next section identifies the appropriate marginal probability distribution of the sample records. This is accomplished using the so-called probability plot correlation coefficient ͑PPCC͒ method ͑Filliben 1975͒, which identifies the most appropriate distribution from among a set of candidate families of distributions. The third section describes the translation processes-based procedure for the statistical estimation of peaks of non-Gaussian processes. Subsequent sections present examples of the application of the procedure to internal force records, and provide guidance on establishing record lengths and sampling rates that minimize data storage requirements and computation times while ensuring that peaks are estimated accurately.
Selection of Marginal Probability Distributions
A preliminary step in the development of procedures for estimating the largest peaks is to select appropriate marginal probability distributions for the time histories of wind effects. Earlier studies ͑e.g., Gioffrè et al. 2000͒ have shown that internal force time histories in low-rise building frames are in general non-Gaussian. Instead of relying on visual inspection, as has been done in many instances in the past, the selection of the most appropriate distribution is accomplished by using the probability plot correlation coefficient ͑PPCC͒ method ͑Filliben 1975; Simiu and Scanlan 1996, p. 614͒. For any given family of three-parameter distributions ͑with a shape, location, and scale parameter͒, a PPCC plot is generated by plotting the correlation coefficient of the probability plot against the shape parameter. The value of the shape parameter that maximizes the correlation coefficient, i.e., has the straightest plot on probability paper, is the optimal shape parameter for that family of distributions. ͑A PPCC value of 1.0 is the theoretical value corresponding to perfect correlation.͒ The PPCC plots are obtained in this study by using Dataplot software ͑Dataplot 1996͒.
In addition to finding an appropriate estimate of the shape parameter for a given family of distributions, the PPCC method is useful for deciding which distributional family is most appropriate. This is done by comparing the PPCC's corresponding to the respective optimal shape parameters in several candidate families of distributions. This criterion implies selecting the distribution that yields the largest PPCC. For example, if the maximum PPCC's for a gamma distribution and for the Extreme Value Type I distribution are, respectively, 0.99 and 0.96, then it can be concluded that the gamma distribution is the more appropriate model.
The candidate distributions considered in this study were the normal distribution, the Extreme Value Type I ͑Gumbel͒ distribution, and the gamma distribution. Other distributions such as the beta, exponential, Weibull, and log-normal distributions were initially considered but were eliminated after an assessment of their adequacy. The normal and Extreme Value Type I distributions are defined by their location and scale parameters only ͑i.e., they are two-parameter distributions and have no shape parameter͒. The PPCC's corresponding to these distributions were compared with the PPCC corresponding to the optimal shape parameter for the gamma distributional family.
The three-parameter gamma distribution is
, where ␤, ␥, and ϭscale, shape, and location parameter, respectively, and ⌫( )ϭgamma function. The optimal distribution was determined for nine time-history records of wind-induced bending moments in low-rise buildings. The first eight records were generated from a low-rise steel building located in open terrain at 13 km inland near Miami. The building has a rectangular plan with dimensions 61ϫ30.5 m 2 , a 6.1 m eave height, a gable roof with slope 1/24, and ridge parallel to the long building dimension. The wind-force resisting system consists of nine equally spaced two-hinged frames ͑Whalen et al. 1998͒. Aerodynamic pressures were measured at the University of Western Ontario at about 500 pressure taps installed on the envelope of a 1:200 wind tunnel model of the building ͑Lin and Surry 1997͒. The bending moment time histories at various cross sections and frames were computed for various wind directions using the software WiLDE-LRS ͑Whalen et al. 2000͒. The ninth record considered in the paper represents bending moments at the windward knee joint of a two-hinged center bay frame for a low-rise building whose model was tested in the Ruhr University Bochum wind tunnel ͑Kasperski et al. 1996͒. Table 1 presents information on the nine records and results of the analyses, which show that the gamma distribution best fits all the nine records. A similar conclusion was reached by Gioffrè et al. ͑2000͒ for the ninth record on the basis of a visual comparison between the fits of the gamma and normal distributions.
The gamma distribution yields acceptable results only if the record's skewness coefficient is positive. If the skewness coefficient is negative, the gamma distribution can be used provided that the signs of the data are reversed. This was done for records 7 and 8. As was indicated earlier, in all nine cases the gamma distribution provides the best fit. Fig. 1 shows the PPCC plot for records 2 and 8 using the gamma distribution. Fig. 2 shows the probability plots for record 2 for the gamma distribution with optimal shape parameter, the normal distribution, and the Extreme Value Type I distribution. For details on the abscissa of the probability plots, see Filliben ͑1975͒ or Simiu and Scanlan ͑1996, p. 614͒.
Because of their advantages in terms of computational efficiency, the maximum likelihood estimator ͑MLE͒ and the method of moments are preferable to the PPCC method for the purpose of routinely estimating the gamma distribution's shape parameter by the DAD software. For the nine records, Table 2 presents estimates of the shape parameter based on the MLE and the method of moments, and the corresponding PPCC estimates. Both estimators yield similar results, and the respective estimates of the correlation coefficients of the probability plots are very close to those obtained by the PPCC method. Fig. 3 shows that ͑using record 8 with the lowest PPCC value, see Table 2 , after multiplication by Ϫ1 and using the moment estimators͒ the fit of the distribution to the data is quite acceptable. For implementation in the DAD software, the user is allowed to use either the MLE or the method of moments. The results shown in the remainder of this paper are based on the method of moments on account of its simplicity and faster execution.
Estimates are needed of both the maximum and minimum peak of each sample record. For convenience, in this paragraph reference is made only to the analysis of time series with positive skeweness. All statements applicable to such time series are also applicable to time series with originally negative skewness after their multiplication by Ϫ1. Each time series being considered then has a minimum ͑lower tail͒ peak and a maximum ͑upper tail͒ peak. While the gamma distribution is appropriate for representing the upper tail, it is not appropriate for representing the lower tail. Indeed, since the gamma distribution has a limited lower tail, the minimum peak would be limited to the location parameter , while in reality the minimum peak could be less than that value. Therefore, while the gamma distribution is appropriate for estimating the maximum peak, another distributional form needs to be sought for the estimation of the minimum peak. It was found that, for data smaller than the time series' sample mode, it is appropriate to assume the validity of a normal distribution. The sample mode is the estimator of the normal distribution's mean. The estimator for the standard deviation of the normal distribution is based on the data smaller than the mode. For record 6, the histogram, probability density function, cumulative frequencies, and cumulative distribution function are shown in Fig. 4 , which shows that while the selected normal distribution does not fit well data larger than the mode-those data are fitted by a gamma distribution-it performs well for the data smaller than the mode. For the purpose of estimating the minimum peak, accuracy of the cumulative probability distribution is only required in the vicinity of the lower tail of the record.
To summarize, for time series with positive skewness, the gamma distribution with parameters determined by the MLE or the moment estimators is appropriate for estimating the maximum peak, while a normal distribution is appropriate for estimating the minimum peak. For records with negative skewness, the same conclusion holds after multiplication of the original time series by Ϫ1.
Estimation of Peaks
Once the appropriate marginal probability distributions are obtained, the following procedure for estimating peak statistics, based on the translation processes approach, is followed. Consider a stationary non-Gaussian time series x(t) with marginal distribution F X ͓x(t)͔ and duration T. This process is mapped onto a time series y(t) with standardized marginal normal distribution ⌽͓ y(t)͔. For the process y(t), the cumulative distribution function of the largest peak y pk,T during time interval T is obtained by using classical results ͑Rice 1954͒
where 0,y ϭmean zero upcrossing rate of the Gaussian process y(t). For a specified cumulative probability F Y pk,T i , the above equation yields the corresponding maximum and minimum peaks Two procedures for computing 0,y are considered. In the first procedure, x u is defined as the height of the threshold of the process x(t) that corresponds to a zero threshold in the process y(t); i.e., at every time instant t for which x(t)ϭx u , it is the case that y(t)ϭ0. Thus, x u is computed such that
Since ⌽͓0͔ϭ1/2
x u ϭF X Ϫ1 ͓1/2͔ (4) Fig. 3 . ͑a͒ Data histogram and best-fitting gamma density function and ͑b͒ cumulative frequency and best-fitting gamma cumulative distribution function for record 8 Therefore, the mean zero upcrossing rate of the process y(t), 0,y , is equal to the mean upcrossing rate of the threshold x u of the process x(t), x u ,x 0,y ϭ x u ,x
where x u ,x is determined by counting the upcrossing rate of x u of the process x(t). The second procedure for computing 0,y uses the classical result ͑Rice 1954͒
where nϭfrequency and S y (n)ϭspectral density function of process y(t). In practice, it is assumed that S y (n) may be replaced by the spectral density function of process x(t), S x (n). For spectral density shapes of the general type considered in this paper, the errors inherent in this assumption have been verified to be negligible ͑Grigoriu 1995͒. It can be expected that the observed crossing rate is a less precise estimator of the true crossing rate 0,y than the estimator given by Eq. ͑6͒, which is based on the totality of the data contained in the sample. For this reason, Eq. ͑6͒ was chosen as an estimator of the zero upcrossing rates. It was found that Eq. ͑6͒ yields results that differ by as much as 40% from observed crossing rates. However, this has a minor effect on the estimated peaks, which were about 3% higher if Eq. ͑6͒ was used. Once the cumulative distribution function of the largest peaks, F Y pk,T (y pk,T ), is determined from Eq. ͑2͒, the distribution of the largest peaks of Fig. 5 , where for a given cumulative probability of the peaks, F Y pk,T (y pk,T ), the Gaussian peak effect, y pk,T , and its cumulative probability in the Gaussian space, ⌽(y pk,T ), are determined. The corresponding peak in the non-Gaussian space, x pk,T , is then estimated corresponding to a cumulative probability of F X (x pk,T ) ϭ⌽(y pk,T ).
Numerical Results
The procedure was applied to each of the nine time series being considered in this paper. For each time series with positive skewness, and for each time series obtained through multiplication of negatively skewed time series by Ϫ1, the output consists of the observed maximum and minimum peak, and the sample mean, sample standard deviation, 84, 97.5, and 99.9% of the maximum and minimum peak. These estimated 1 h peak statistics are presented in Table 3 . For time series 1, Fig. 6 shows the best-fitting gamma distribution and the distributions of the maximum and minimum peaks.
An examination of the peak distribution for the nine records indicated that the distribution of the maxima and minima can be represented by the Extreme Value Type I ͑Gumbel͒ distribution. This is shown in Fig. 6 for record 1. Thus, the peak distribution can be determined once the mean and standard deviation of the peaks are estimated ͑see Simiu and Scanlan 1996; Johnson et al. 1994͒ .
For Gaussian time series, the dispersion of the largest peak distribution is small, and the largest peak value commonly used in design is the mean value of the largest peak ͑Davenport 1964͒. For non-Gaussian time series, however, the dispersion of the peak is usually large and the observed peak may differ significantly from its mean value, as can be seen for the nine time series in Table 3 . This is not necessarily a matter for concern. Structural reliability estimates are based on what may be described, roughly, as a vectorial composition of the variability measures of the variates that produce the total wind effect. The variability of the total wind effect estimated as a result of such a composition is then used as a basis for estimating safety margins, including wind load factors ͑Ellingwood et al. 1980; Minciarelli et al. 2001͒ . In any windstorm event, some of those variates can exceed the respective mean values. However, owing to the use of a safety margin for the total wind effect, this would not be significant from a structural safety point of view. Only if the dominant variates exceed the respective means by sufficiently large amounts will the structures exceed the limit state for which it was designed. The wind load factor is designed so that the probability of such exceedances is acceptably small.
The state of the art is ready for quantitative wind-related structural reliability calculations far more realistic and comprehensive than those that could be performed two decades ago ͑Minciarelli et al. 2001͒. However, until such calculations are performed in detail and evaluated by professional consensus, it is the writers' opinion that for structural design it is prudent to use peak values larger by some reasonable amount than their estimated means. It is suggested that this amount be, say, one standard deviation. In accordance with current practice, those peak effects would be converted into values for strength design through multiplication by the load factor specified in the ASCE 7 Standard. The use in this context of a peak equal to the mean peak plus one standard deviation is therefore judged to be conservative.
Influence of Record Duration and Sampling Rate
As mentioned earlier, the DAD software is used to perform large numbers of calculations. To reduce computation time, it may be helpful to input time series with less than 1 min wind tunnel duration, or with less than 400 Hz sampling rate ͑this rate is common for geometric model scales of about 1/200, say͒. The software module for estimating peaks developed in this paper can be used to investigate the effect of the record length and sampling rate on the estimated peaks. In this study, various durations m hours were considered for that purpose, where mϭ1. 0, 0.75, 0.67, 0.50, 0.33, and 0.25 . The maximum and minimum 1 h peak statistics for records 1, 2, 4, and 5 are presented in Table 4 . The statistics show the following: ͑1͒ for a prototype record duration of approximately 40 min (m ϭ0.67), the estimated maximum peaks differ by about 3% or less from those of the corresponding 1 h record; the differences can be larger, however, for minimum peaks; ͑2͒ the estimated peaksestimated as they are by using the entire information contained in the times series-are more stable than the observed peaks. This is clear from an inspection of records 2 and 4, in which the observed maximum peaks occur toward the 1 h records' ends, and differ significantly for 40 min and the 1 h record. In contrast, the respective peaks as estimated by the procedure described in the paper do not differ significantly.
As indicated earlier, for the first eight records of Table 1 , the pressure time series were sampled in the wind tunnel at a rate f ϭ400 Hz, which corresponds to a prototype rate of 7.28 Hz. In this study sampling rates f /n were considered, where nϭ1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. For that purpose, two approaches were considered. In the first approach, for each sampling rate f /n, every nth point was selected from the original time series, thus a total of n cases corresponding to different starting time instants may be used. In the second approach, the time series were resampled at a lower rate f /n after low-pass filtering the original time series using a Chebyshev type I low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.4f /n. The latter approach is already implemented in MATLAB ͑Math Works 2000͒. The two approaches yielded similar results.
The maximum and minimum 1 h peak statistics for records 1, 3, 6, and 7 using the second approach are presented in Table 5 . The results show the following: ͑1͒ for nϭ2 ͑200 Hz sampling rate͒ the effect of the sampling rate reduction on the estimated peaks is acceptable, especially for the larger peak; ͑2͒ estimated peaks are more stable than observed peaks. This can be seen by comparing the results from the original frequency (nϭ1) to those with larger n's. While reductions in sampling frequency can significantly affect the observed peaks, their effect on estimated peaks tends to be less severe. The extent to which the record length or the sampling rate may be reduced needs to be tested numerically for each type of structure. Reduced record lengths and reduced sampling rates can be used in calculations only if results of the numerical tests show that the effects on the estimation of the peaks are acceptable.
Conclusions
In this paper, an automated procedure was developed for estimating peaks of non-Gaussian processes representing wind-induced internal forces in frames of low-rise buildings. The procedure was designed to complement software for the database-assisted design ͑DAD͒ of low-rise building frames. As a first step in the development of the procedure, statistical tests were performed which indicate that, for the purpose of estimating peaks, the gamma distribution and the normal distribution are appropriate models for the marginal distribution fitting of the longer and the shorter tail of internal force histograms, respectively. The input to the procedure consists of time series of the internal forces calculated by using the DAD approach. The output consists of sample means, standard deviation, and quantiles of the respective timeseries peaks. It was found that the distribution of the peaks can be represented by the Extreme Value Type I ͑Gumbel͒ distribution.
The procedure was used to investigate the influence of the time-series duration and sampling frequency on the estimated peaks. It was found that the peaks estimated by the proposed procedure are less dependent than observed peaks on record length and sampling rates. Reductions of record lengths and sampling rates can result in substantially smaller data storage requirements and computation times. However, the software developed in this paper should be used to verify for typical records of the structure of interest that the effects of such reductions on the estimation of peaks are acceptably small.
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